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"Och, he's sae gorgeous and 

the licht an' she says: h y" Sae she gangs into 
naething can nootma~ mec~~d~~Pand kiss him. An' he 
the bed and star s ae thin that I would like tae 
says: "Th~re's ~n~~ea~:ys: :'What's that, darlin"I, 
say tae ye . ,An he looks at her an' he says: "Do 
~~er:~~!berA~heT~~~e twa years ago when ye took me to 

the vet?" 

Weel, I see by your noddin' heads that,I hae , 
overstayed my leave and I recognize that thls chaotlc 
tale is more likely tae be a blot on the escutcheon of 

, t ll'terature than an adornment. Naetheless, I anClen , b h " more maun complete the relation, sae ye wlll e earln 
frae me. 

IS THIS MONEY CLEAN? 

February 17, 1992 John M. Tew, Jr. M.D. 

In his epistle to Timothy, Paul, the apostle, 
admonished, "charge them that are rich in the 
world ... that they do good, that they be rich in works, 
ready to distribute." Philanthropy, the effort or 
inclination to increase the well being of mankind by 
charitable aid or donations, is largely an American 
quality. During the 19th century, seven wealthy 
individuals established the first philanthropic 
foundations in the USA. A dozen more foudations 
emerged in the first decade of the 20th century, 
followed by 22 in the second decade. Today, there 
exists more than 30,000 foundations in the United 
States including private, community, corporate, family, 
and personal foundations. 
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The combined wealth of these foundations exceeds 
$95 billion and their annual grants exceed $9.0 
billion. Many foundations have assets of less than $1 
million and make grants of less than $50,000 yearly. 
At the other end of the scale, more than 50 foundations 
have assets exceeding $100 million. This amount, while 
imposing, accounts for less than 10% of the total given 
or bequeathed by all philanthropy annually. 

The Foundation Center Library, in New York city, 
tracks the activities of all significant public 
foundations. The 1992 Foundation Index lists data from 
832 foundations, including the 300 largest foundations, 
and lists 57,443 grants (minimum $10,000) for a total 
of $4.47 billion. However, this accounting represents 
only 50% of grant dollars awarded by private, 
corporate, and community foundations in 1990. These 
organizations comprise only a fraction of the total 
active foundations in the united states. 

In the Gospels of Matthew, Mark , and Luke, we are 
reminded that, "It is easier for a c amel to pass 
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to 
enter the Kingdom of Heaven." George Kirstein, author 
of Better Giving, reflected on the varying motives of 
great givers-guilt, compassion, fear, gratitude, 
catastrophe, largesse, taxes, and even the cynical 
"exchange theory", which philosophized that the 
Christian does depend on the beggar for his salvation. 
Without such beggars, their charity could not exist. 

While many philanthropists contribute to earn 
their coveted passage "through the eye of a needle", 
they usually are irresistibly tempted on their way to 
heaven to immortalize their names on the prizes, 
endowments, and institutions wrought by their 
beneficence. In fact, fewer than 10% of all large 
gifts are anonymous and most are arranged during the 
donor's lifetime. Thus, we have the Nobel, Pulitzer, 
a nd Lasker prizes; Carnegie Hall, Vanderbilt, and Duke 
Universities; Pritzker and Bowman Gray Schools of 
Medicine; Rockefeller Institute of Medical Research; 
and sundry museums from Guggenheim to Getty. 
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The Emergence of Two Great Philanthropists: 
Rockefeller and carnegie 

We can study development of philanthropy by 
examining two unique examples of the American dream: 
John D. Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie. These great 
industrialists found success during America's rapid 
development in the last centu~y. But, ,once blessed 
with enormous wealth, these glants of lndustry were 
reviled by the populace and government. In scorning 
such criticisms, they inspired the institution of 
philanthropy. The guidelines of their foundations 
formed the basics for broad programs in education, 
science, humanities, welfare, and foreign subsidies. 
However, these programs exceeded the potential for 
philanthropy and now largely depend on support from the 
Federal government and the national budget. Let us 
explore the roots of philanthropic underpinning so that 
we may confront some of the vexing bUdgetary and 
compelling needs of today. 

John D. Rockefeller 

Although one name in the American history of 
philanthropy is most revered, it was not always so. 
Possibly more than any other modern family, the 
Rockefeller name is nearly synonymous with charitable 
giving. The Rockefeller's philanthropic gestures are 
so far reaching as to be nearly immeasurable. The 
ancient Chinese philosopher, Mencius, claimed that "the 
root of the Kingdom is in the state, the root of the 
state is in the family, the root of the family is in 
the person of its head." The root of the Rockefeller 
beneficence certainly began with John D. Rockefeller 
(1839-1937) . 

To debate the philanthropic motives of the world's 
richest man is futile. But any advocate knows of the 
tycoon's ]p-gendary "Ledger A" in which a teenaged 
Rockefeller kept record of his income and expenses as a 
clerk, and his 6% donat i ons of a $6-per-month salary to 
the Baptist Church. From the beginning, Rockefeller 
declared, he was "trained to work, to save, and to 
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give." His philosophy remained steady, "A man should 
make all he can and give all he can." As his fortune 
expanded, his tithing kept pace, stretching across 
social and racial barriers, to churches, and the Union 
cause during the Civil War. (one of his earliest 
contributions enabled a former slave "to buy his 
wife.") . 

After founding standard Oil company, Rockefeller's 
vast fortune grew and, by 1880, his company refined 95 % 
of the oil produced in the nation. In 1882, he donated 
more than $65,000 a year to charities. In 1892, his 
yearly tithes grew to $1.5 m~ll~on doll~rs. BY,1905, 
he had already tithed $100 mllllon to hlS favorlte 
denomination, the Baptist church. Although the courts 
had dissolved his oil monopoly, he was considered the 
world's first billionaire. Rockefeller felt that God 
had entrusted him with great wealth for the good of 
mankind. "God gave me my money," he told a surprised 
reporter in 1905. "I believe it is my duty to make 
money ... and to use the money I make for the good of my 
f ellow man according to the dictates of my conscience." 

In the same year (1905), a group of 
c ongregationalist ministers in Boston indignantly 
r ejected a proposed $100,000 donation to its Board of 
Foreign Mission by John D. Rockefeller. "Is this money 
c lean?" asked the Reverend washington Gladden. "can 
a ny man, can any institution knowing its origin touch 
i t without being defiled?" Gladden argued that'the 
donor's wealth had grown "by methods as heartless ... as 
a ny that were employed by the Roman plunderers or 
' robber barons' of the Dark Ages. In the cruel 
brutality with which properties are wrecked, securities 
d estroyed and people ... robbed ... all to build up the 
f ortunes of the multi-millionaires, we have an 
a ppalling revelation to the kind of monster that a 
h uman being may become." The Reverend's self-righteous 
a ssault earned national debate about this interesting 
paradox. That is, an easy bargain can be struck 
between the public benefits of charitable donations and 
t he questionable methods of how donors acquired their 
f ortunes. 
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Is the money clean or tainted, and if i~ i~ not 
clean, does it ultimately matter as long as lt 1S 
given? The biblical moral that deemed, "For above all 
things, have fervent charity, for charity will cover 
the multitudes of sin" (peter 4-8). Throughout the 
20th century, the analysis of philanthropic ~otives 
continues regarding the moral dilemma of mot1ve versus 
results. 

Whatever the motivation-religious, humanitarian, 
vanity, social responsibility, or conviction-~ohn D. 
Rockefeller is an excellent example for debat1ng the 
dilemma. Rockefeller was the wealthiest, most 
unapologetic, and least user friendly of all the great 
"robber barons." Teddy Roosevelt called him the 
"Malefactor of great wealth." certainly, he was one o f 
the most hated. One Senator of his day went so far as 
to call him "the greatest criminal of the age." He wa s 
conventionally viewed as giving out dimes with one hand 
while stealing gold with the other. Yet, Rockefeller 
committed over $500 million to charity in his lifetime 
and, ultimately, some $3 billion under the aegis of his 
son, John D. Rockefeller, Jr. 

Was this money clean? Between 1900 and 1910 the 
elder Rockefeller established the Rockefeller 
Sanitation Commission, Rockefeller Institute of Medical 
Research, and the General Education Board. He hired 
people to run these institutions without his 
interference. The Rockefeller Institute became one of 
the world's leading and most influential private 
research institutions. When the General Education 
Board commissioned Abraham Flexner to evaluate and 
endow medical practice, the effort ultimately changed 
the way medical care was provided in North America. 

In 1913, the Rockefeller Foundation was chartered 
with $100 million "to promote the well-being of mankind 
throughout the world." After years of feeling publicly 
"crucified," Rockefeller'S motive was likely a desire 
to replace the public's hatred of the world's most 
successful "robber baron" with respect for the world's 
most successful philanthropist. Gradually, the 
public's view changed as the grand acquisiter changed 



his habits from monopolist to one of the greatest 
philanthropists ever known. 

His son the sedate and well meaning John D. 
, (1874 1960) was elected the 

Rockefeller, Jr. -, ' d CEO for 23 
Foundation's first presldent and rem~~~~ of the 

Years. The younger Rockefeller
d
, as, tl'fl' C 

d t' n nurture SClen , 
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Rockef~ller Foun a ~~u~al philanthropic causes. He, 
e ducatlonal, and ~u t d hilanthropist and led the 
t oo, became a dedlca 7t p nd worldwide influence far 
Foundation to prosperl y a ' ''We 

d ' his father's original expectatlons. 
ex~ee lng than we knew " wrote the senior 
bUlld better , , 1924 himself amazed at 
Rockefeller to a colleague In " f 
"the benef icent resu l ts which are so far l.n advance 0 

our fondest dr'eams." 

The Foundation has influenced virtually every 
developed and underdeveloped cou~try in the f~e~ds of 
i nternational public health, agr1.cu~ture, ,med1.Clne, 
psychiatry, biological science, soclal sClences, and 
t he humanities . Often these programs are eventually 
t aken over by the government of the country. Is this 
money clean? 

Andrew carnegie 

Near the end of the 19th century, a new trend 
emerged among several great tycoons controlling the 
vast fortune s born o f the industrial age. certainly, 
s corn and the raging debate i n the media influenced 
t heir change of heart. A near divine mandate for the 
money's philanthropic destiny came from Rockefeller's 
r ival tycoon, Andrew Carnegie, a scot tish-born up-by
t he-boat- straps steel magnate. carnegie astonished his 
r arefied colleagues with his 1889 publication of the 
Gospel of Wealth, wh i ch crystalli z ed his genuine belie f 
t hat "to die r ich is to die disgraced ." He i"e lt t hos e 
b lessed with great fortunes are merely trustees of 
wealth that is destined for distribution to "help 
p eople to help themselves." 
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Carnegie revolutionized philanthropy with his 
concept of self-perpetuating beneficence, endowments, 
that required community contributions as well, and h1S 
analysis of the responsibility of great w~alth. "~he 
day is not far distant when the man who d~es, leav~ng 
behind millions of dollars of available wealth, which 
was free for him to administer during his life, will 
pass away unwept, unhonored, and unsung." This message 
had a remarkable effect on John D. Rockefeller who 
wrote to carnegie, "I would that more men of wealth 
were doing as you with your money, but be assured that 
your example will bear fruits." 

Andrew carnegie put his money where his mouth was . 
Following his retirement in 1901 until his death in 
1919 at the age of 83, his systematic crusade resulted 
in the disbursement of an astonishing $350 million, or 
90% of his wealth. Despite all his skeptics, he kept 
his promise to give his money away in some 
characteristically unique choices. Carnegie was a 
colorful and opinionated Renaissance man, a writer, a 
philosopher, a raconteur, a common man, and a 
contradictory philanthropist in his scorn of charity. 

Carnegie, the socialist capitalist, saw himself a s 
a working man who glorified the nobility of poverty. 
He did not believe in building soup kitchens missions , , , 
or,ho~pltals. Instead, he built 2,500 public library 
bu~l~~ngs, donated 7600 church organs, and provided 
pens~ons for professors and writers. He stipulated 
~h~t,local support would maintain the projects he 
1n1t1ated. He endowed the Organization for 
International Peace to bring about the abolition of 
war. ~ecause Carnegie was interested in basic 
educ~t~on rather than practice, he founded the Carnegie 
Inst7tute of Tech~ology of Pittsburgh, the Carnegie 
Inst1tute of Washlngton, D.C., and was a major 
benefac~or of the Tuskegee Institute founded by Booker 
T. Wash~ngton. The Carnegie Foundation for th 
Advancement of Teaching served education in th: United 
states,and Canada, and commissioned the Flexner Report 
on ~ed~cal ~ducation, which led to a reevaluat' f 
med1cal education in North America. ~on 0 
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Yet, Carnegie would take no part in Flexner's plan 
to finance the development of full-time university 
faculties as a way to change the practice of medicine. 
He reasoned that doctors were too self interested and 
would never share in the effort to improve the quality 
of medical practice. Flexner turned to the General 
Education Board of the Rockefeller Foundation for 
funding. The project changed the face of medical 
practice. The Schools of Medicine developed full time 
faculties who conducted research, clinical care, and 
education replacing the proprietary practices that were 
once commonplace. 

After founding the Carnegie Foundation in New York 
in 1911 with a fund of $135 million, he decided to 
"promote the advancement and d i ffusion of knowledge and 
understanding among the people of the United states." 
The fund, now called the Carnegie Corporation of New 
York, boasts assets of $1 billion (935 million). The 
f und continues to adapt to meet social needs. In 1991, 
3 15 grants were made the world over in four broad 
areas: development of healthy children; prevention of 
child abuse; advanceme nt of education, science, 
technology, and economy; and strengthening of human 
resources in developing countries and cooperative 
security to avoid nuclear war. 

Although Carnegie was accused of being a 
"philanthropist of vanity and egotism," the New York 
Times editorialized IIhere is a man who tithed himself 
nine times." Reviewing the Gospel of Wealth, Prime 
Minister Gladstone of England wrote, "This self-made 
millionaire has confronted the moral and social 
problems of wealth more boldly than dny previouG 
writer." 

The Phi~anthropic Ro~e of Modern Foundations 

As a result of the p bl ' ' t 
the Rockefeller and carne~ie~~~U~da~~ success attending 
~oundations appeared in the Unite a lons, many other 
~n Canada, Great Brit' d,States, as well as 
However, the modern f a1n , a~d c~nt1nental Europe. 

oundat~on 1S predominantly a 20th 
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century united states phenomenon. Afte~ 1914, the 
united states also witnessed a substantlal growth of 
community foundations and, after 1940, a wave of . 
personal-, family-, and company-sponsored foundatl0ns. 

The Ford Foundation, established in 1936, is the 
major example of the family-sponsored foundation. Its 
multibillion dollar endowment has made it the largest 
foundation in the world. The Ford Foundation has made 
grants to existing organizations and to a number of 
autonomous funds of its own creation, including the 
Fund for the Advancement of Education (1851), the Fund 
for Adult Education (1951), the Fund for the Republic 
(1952), and the National Merit Scholarship Corporation 
(1955). In 1954, it established the central for 
Advanced study of Behavioral Sciences at Stanford. The 
Ford Foundation also funds technical assistance and 
other developmental programs in Asia, Latin America, 
and Africa. 

Many major corporations have established 
foundations as conduits for their philanthropic 
donations. Although tax laws encourage corporate gift s 
by allowing up to 5% of profits to be deducted and 
contributed to tax-exempt institutions, total corporate 
giving is less than 1% of total profits. 
Understandably, corporate managers, anxious to satisfy 
stockholders by declaring larger dividends, are 
reluctant to make inroads into profits by giving them 
away. While corporate foundations are common, many 
corporations choose to make their contributions 
directly to the recipients. 

Obviously, corporate management wishes to avoid _ 
controversy over gifts made out of profits. The most 
noncontroversial recipients are the local United Funds; 
thus 30% of all corporate gifts flow to them. 
Professional schools, such as MIT and Stanford, and 
other universities offering business education, such as 
the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton and the 
Harvard Business School, receive generous donations 
because they are perceived as the educators of 
tomorrow's business leaders. 
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Occasionally, students and faculty raise questions 
about tainted money as a result of corporate 
investments in South Africa or involvements in the 
defense industry. Is this money clean? Some New 
England universities recently elected to refuse large 
endowments from foreign tycoons and pseudo-royalty 
perceived to be currying favor from the media with 
their dirty money. 

Education's financial demands are nearly 
insatiable. Among the less fortunate institutions, 
deficits have not been controlled by cutting services, 
eliminating programs, increasing tuition, and 
increasing class size. Some needy institutions, 
particularly the private Negro colleges of the South 
and small state universities, are endangered and have 
lowered their standards. Philanthropy's importance 
will increase in preserving the influence of private 
education in this country. 

Despite the imposing total of corporate foundation 
gifts, clearly the percentage of profits allocated to 
philanthropy has declined steadily over the last three 
decades. with the current squeeze on profits, we 
predict the decline will continue. Large foundations 
are also affected by corporate profits and fluctuations 
in securities prices. For example, several large 
foundations have announced marked reductions in annual 
grants in keeping with declining assets. 

Whether dictated by the harsh realities of the 
market place or the priority of needs, foundations 
stress the function of their giving as "seed money" and 
the~r innovative role as their principal value to 
Soclety. However, in r~cent times, seed money ventures 
~ppear ~o be the except10n rather than the rule. The 
lnnovatlve roie of foundations is much less evident 
than was true in thGir early history . Foundations 
today largely sustain established institutions rather 
than cr7ate new ones. In a recent analysis of total 
foundatIon grants, established institutions receive 
nearly 40%; health activity receives more than 20%. 
science, which often merely represents another listing 
of support for the educationa l institution, gets 15%; 
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't ' and welfare 

and international act!vities, human~ ~es, 
each receive about 10~. 

lude that the impact of philanthropic 
found~~i~~;,c~~~e so essent~al for,breathing life into 
society, education, humanit~es, sc~ence, w~lfare, and 
international affairs, has waned. ~ollect~vely, the 
impact has diminished such that the~~ total accoun~s 
for less than 10% of giving. The maJor part of th~s 
contribution, perhaps as muc~ as 95%, goes to 
established institutions, wh~ch do not solely depend on 
foundations for their revenue. 

Even before individuals like Rockefeller and 
carnegie, families like Ford and corporations like 
Lilly established the principles of philanthropy. The 
concept was growing in the conscience of American 
people. Our history, as a nation, documents the belief 
that concerned citizens by working together 
voluntarily, can satisfy all social needs. 

De Tocqueville commented on this uniquely American 
trait in the early 19th century. "In no country in the 
world has the principle of association been more 
successfully used or applied to a greater multitude of 
objects which are established by law ... a vast number of 
others are formed and maintained by private 
individuals. The citizen of the United states is 
taught by infancy to rely upon his own exertions." 

Today, 90% of philanthropy is derived from 
individual.s, principally from those people of modest 
means who seek to respond to the needs of a rapidly 
expanding, multicultural society. While their money i s 
clean and their motives are well intended, there 
survives only the heritage and memory of voluntary 
activities as remedy to social ills. It is no longer 
true that America's most urgent needs remain 
philanthropy's top priority. Whether we observe the 
plight of the poor and homeless in drug and crime 
infested cities or revile the fact that 20% of American 
are illiterate and out of work, we must conclude that 
our major problems are too large for voluntary 
philanthropy to do more than study. 
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During the last several decades, the government 
has assumed increased responsi~ility.for pr~viding 
solutions to social probl7ms, lnclud~ng medlcare care 
and welfare, social securlty, educatlon, and a sundry 
of other entitlement programs. The cost of the.pr~gram 
. 1993 dollars will consume 56% of the 1.52 trllllon 
~n ~ t' t t dollar budget and will require.an~ther 14~ nc ~n ereg 
on a federal deficit of $400 bllllon. T~e budget 
forecasts a rapid growth of 7% per ye~r ln . 
entitlements. What can voluntary actlon accompllsh 
when spending for social programs and budgetary 
restraints is out of control? 

Breakthrough to a Personal Philanthropy 

Should philanthropy be abolished because it is no 
longer effective in its traditional role? Can 
reassessment of the role of voluntary action lead to 
more effective adjudication of our giving? currently, 
98% of voluntary giving is designated to established 
institutions. Although the effect is laudable, we 
suspect that our offerings only negligibly impact the 
greatest flaws of today's complex society. 

Obviously, no one wants to contribute to charity 
rackets. The general statues regarding fraud protect 
the donor with laws regarding solicitation of 
charitable fun~s. Nevertheless, many enterprising 
characters deVlse schemes, frequently in the name of 
religious causes, to separate the faithful from their 
savings. More than half of today's total contributions 
go to religious causes. Peoples' loyalty to their 
church or ministers of the faith that offer them 
spiritual guidance is far too important an ingredient 
of human happiness to be a subject for intellectual -
analysis . 

. M~ny organ~z~tions spend excessive proportions of 
thelr lncome ralslng additional funds. unfortunately 
there are to~ fe~ guidelines about how much is too mU~h 
f~r.an organlzatlon to spend on fund raising. Some 
cltles and states have set guidelines that limit the 
amount of income to be spent in attracting funds. 
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Effective reform of philanthropy is a laudable 
intention. In a perfect world we could immediately 
redirect the flow of philanthropic monies toward 
programs or beneficiaries where maximal benefit could 
be achieved. At a time when our country faces the mos
serious recession in two decades, donors will 
unquestionably be forced to reduce their contributions 
and redress the usefulness of their gifts, as 
foundations have so uniformly done. Such a 
reassessment is long overdue and we can expect that t he 
voluntary philanthropists will emerge with a philosoph
and a level of personal involvement with greater 
relevance for the current needs of society. Greater 
direct involvement of the donor in the process may 
provide a greater benefit to the recipient and the 
donor than monetary gifts. We can quickly recall 
successes, like the Cincinnati Youth Collaborative, i s 
mentoring program, the Buenger Report, and the numerou_ 
examples of personal involvement by local citizens tha
have created lasting impact on issues of great 
importance. 

This can be the time for breakthrough of the new 
philanthropy. This is a time when our country is deep 
in recession, its competitiveness in decline; its race 
r~l~tions w~rsening; its infrastructure crumbling; its 
cltles rottlng; poverty increasing; crime violence 
and illiteracy spreading, and the family ~tructure ' 
dissolving. Can we, through our own effort and desire 
reverse the wrongs of society? 

, Apart from the ballot box, personal philanthropy 
l~ one of the last opportunit i es for individuals to 
ex~ress their,meaningful choices about the direction i n 
WhlCh our soc1ety will progress. We may be able to 
a~swe~ the question, "Yes, my money is clean, but my 
tlme 1S a more appropriate and valuable gift." 
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